Comments received prior to Draft Scoping Report release
Comments received via e-mail:
From: Danny Meyer
Sent: 13 October 2012 05:18 PM
Subject: Rössing Uranium Ltd - SEIA for the proposed mining of the Z20 Uranium deposit

Good afternoon,
Thank you for including SMEs Compete on the information distribution list.
The document that provides background information on the mining operation and sets out the
proposed mining expansion intention of Rössing Uranium Limited, sent with your e-mail of 12
October 2012 as an attachment, has been reviewed. We have also taken note of the dates and times
of the upcoming public scoping meetings in Arandis and Swakopmund respectively.
It is the view of SMEs Compete, based on the track record of Rössing Uranium Ltd and on our
knowledge of the modus operandi of the mine, that all due care and attention will be taken by the
firm as it expands its operations in the vicinity of Arandis. It has done so in the past and we have no
cause or reason to believe that this proposed expansion will be tackled by Rössing Uranium Ltd,
differently. Furthermore, Rössing Uranium Ltd is embarking on a Social and Environmental Impact
Assessment (SEIA) in a structured and responsible manner. This we find commendable.
We are confident that the Government of the Republic of Namibia (GRN) and its respective
ministries, regulatory departments and institutions, will closely monitor and evaluate every stage of
the proposed mining expansion programme of Rössing Uranium Ltd.
In summary, as a social entrepreneurship entity that routinely provides business growth support
(wealth and job creation) to Arandis based small and medium enterprises (SMEs), SMEs Compete
believes the proposed development by Rössing Uranium Ltd will benefit the town’s local economy.
Resultantly it might even create new business opportunities for local emerging, novice and
established entrepreneurs.
Unfortunately it is not possible for SMEs Compete to attend any of the upcoming meetings due to
prior work commitments. However, should we have attended, comments that we will have made at
a meeting, will have been along the lines set out above.
Sincerely,
Danny Meyer
SME Compete

From: Peter Cunningham
Sent: 14 October 2012 04:50 PM
Subject: Z20 Rossing
Dear Ilse
RE Z20 Rossing Development
Something of potential concern in the proposed development area would be the presence of the
endemic & range restricted Husab Sand Lizard (Pedioplanis husabensis) in the area - mainly found on
grey/white geology. See attached paper I had published recently on the species from the Husab
area after doing work there.
Regards
Peter Cunningham

From: du Plessis Nicolaas
Sent: 22 October 2012 09:03 AM
Subject: FW: Rössing Uranium Ltd - SEIA for the proposed mining of the Z20 Uranium deposit
Dear Robyn
Could you please indicate what impact the mining and processing of the new ore body will have on
Rössing’s water demand?
Kind regards,
NP du Plessis

From: Otto Gunther
Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2012 10:16 AM
Subject: RE: Rössing Uranium Ltd - SEIA for the proposed mining of the Z20 Uranium deposit
Hi Werner
Is the road to be going up the “old Railway valley” or another one?
I heard if RUL should (for the time being off the cards) work together with Husab they contemplated
a conveyor belt across the distance and the Khan River?
Best regards
Hartmut Oscar Fahrbach

From: Ben Truter
Sent: Wed 2012/10/31 09:06 AM
Subject: RE: Rössing Uranium Ltd - SEIA for the proposed mining of the Z20 Uranium deposit
Good day Ms. Rautenbach
I was at your meeting at Rossmund on 24/10/12 and as a result of my report to my seniors, they
have a few queries regarding the process. I am not an expert on these matters and is just the gobetween.
1. Is there going to be a seepage monitoring system to be put in place to monitor seepage from the
new High Density Tailings Storage on the Rossing Dome?
2. Are you in the process of acquiring a Clearance Certificate for tailings deposition?
3. What is the impact on acid-mine drainage on receiving envelope 4. Where is the proposed acid
plant going to be and what will the impact be on groundwater?
5. On page 5 of your Background Information Document is a table with potential environment
issues. The arrows indicated on the table does not differentiate between positive and negative
impacts. Please distinguish what is positive and what is negative.
Thanks for your time and we look forward to hearing from you.
Ben Truter
Division Geohydrology

From: earthlife
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:33 AM
Subject: Earthlife on Z20
Dear Ilze, dear Werner,
Attached please find Earthlife’s submission to the Background Information Document for the Social and
Environmental Impact Assessment for the proposed mining of the Z20 Uranium Deposit
We appreciate your soon response.
Kind regards,
Bertchen

From: Marcia Stanton
Sent: 31 October 2012 08:48 PM
Subject: Re: Rössing Uranium Ltd - SEIA for the proposed mining of the Z20 Uranium deposit
Dear Robyn,
To follow up on the points made during the public meeting, I’d like to confirm and add the following for your
consideration. Please note that this is not an exhaustive list of all of the studies that need to be conducted. It
is assumed that the Consultant will conduct a full set of additional studies not mentioned below:
1. There is a concern that the Z20 uranium deposit is partially outside of the Mining Licence Area and the
project area in fact enters more of the Park. Please do a full study on the full impact of the entire proposed
area on Park resources inclusive of those areas not in the Mining Licence. Please understand that inter alia,
the environment, anything of scientific value and all wildlife (including plants and animals) are protected in a
Park. It is critical to mention that in terms of the Nature Conservation Ordinance, mining in a Park undermines
much of the law meant to protect the environment. This is of exceptional concern, as the purpose of a park is
for the preservation and protection of wild animal life, wild plant life and anything of any scientific interest for
the benefit and enjoyment of inhabitants of Namibia.
2. A full study on the impacts on wildlife must be incorporated, including the impact of waste and
contamination of park resources (including the health of wildlife). A study looking at the long term impact
beyond the life of mine must be incorporated including cumulative impacts of all mining and exploration
activity in the area.
3. A full visual and noise analysis must be conducted and its impact on people, (including tourists, workers,
and residents) and wildlife must be incorporated.
4. Options to make the infrastructure corridor smaller must be explored. Currently the suggested corridor
footprint is quite an extensive area (in terms of the size of the total area impacted). Options to minimise the
extensive footprint must be explored from an environmental perspective as an option which stakeholders can
look at and comment on. Although other corridor options may not be ideal for the company due to cost, it is
necessary from an environmental perspective to explore all options that will have a lesser impact on the
environment. As the stakeholders, we should be able to view the most environmentally friendly option.
5. The infrastructure corridor, as part of the Accessory Works, is legally required to be incorporated into the
full EIA. All components of a project must be incorporated together in one EIA. The Minerals Act makes it very
clear that an EIA must be done for an entire project and all mining operations which include the accessory
works of the operation [section 50(i) and section 1(1) of the Minerals Act- see definition of “mining” and
“accessory works” as well as section 3.1 of the EIA Regulations Annexure on Listed Activities]. In addition, the
various components of a project must be assessed together in one EIA in order to consider all potentially
significant effects including the physical, biological, social, economic, cultural and cumulative impacts [EIA
Regulations 15(2)(c) and 15(2)(h)(aa)].
6. Accessory Works are defined under section 1 of the Minerals Act to also include all power lines, water
pipelines, etc required for the purpose of mining operations or connected with such operations. A full analysis
of the full route of all water pipelines, power lines, etc from their source to the mining operation is thus
required as part of the EIA process. Only analysing these within the Mining Licence Area is insufficient, as
section 1 of the Minerals Act does not limit “accessory works” to the mining licence area. Full cumulative
impacts of the entire footprint of all pipelines and power lines must also be incorporated into the full EIA as
mentioned in point 3 above.

7. A full analysis of the full life cycle of the waste must be analysed and disclosed. Cumulative impacts of
potential contamination of the current site and the additional site must be analysed. Since underground water
has already shown contamination (the reason for the dewatering program), it is critical to look at the
additional impact of additional waste in the form of tailings and the waste rock dump. Impacts of the
additional new sites must be analysed on their own and cumulative impacts of current and the additional sites
combined must be analysed in order to assess the full impact of waste. Impacts on the environment (including
the health of wildlife) as well as people must be assessed.
8. Although the new tailings facility is proposed to be high density, all options of the best type of tailings
facility for health must be analysed. A wetter tailings facility has the additional issue of waste seepage into
underground water but a drier tailing facility has the additional issue of waste release into the air. Both options
must be analysed from an environmental and health perspective and options should be given to stakeholders
that are not based on the cost to the company foremost, but the best options for the health and environment.
Cumulative impacts of waste from the old and new waste sites must be incorporated.
9. A full study must be conducted to determine potential worst case scenario impacts (disaster) as part of
the various studies and cumulative impacts. A scientific analysis of the types of disasters that could occur and
the potential cumulative disasters must be incorporated into the EIA, including cumulative impacts of all
mining and exploration activity in the area. The EMP must be based on the science of the EIA in all aspects,
including the disaster contingency components. Studies on the Worst Case Scenario (Disasters) must look into
the future, beyond life of mine. For example, what will happen when Rossing leaves and cannot continue its
current dewatering program? That waste will enter the underground water unhindered and there is no plan
currently on what to do with this beyond life of mine. The Namibian Government and the people are not fully
informed as to the potential release of hazardous waste and they are not prepared to handle this issue when
the company leaves. This is unacceptable and no additional site can be added without a plan for the waste and
the virtually guaranteed contamination beyond the life of the mine.
10. A scientific analysis on the long term impact of the components that will not be rehabilitated (waste sites,
pit, infrastructure, other facilities, etc) must be incorporated- this study must look beyond the life of mine and
the EMP must incorporate issues that require long term planning and funds.
11. A full analysis of the impact (on the environment and people) of additional requirements of water and
electricity by the mine must be analysed.
12. A full socio-economic impact must be analysed. The increased demand for housing, education, healthcare,
medical care must be analysed and a plan should be in place to help alleviate this situation. In addition,
negative impacts on the social structure must be fully assessed.
13. All studies must be conducted from on-site research and in situ studies.
Please let me know if you need any clarification. Thanks very much for your time and consideration!
Have a good day!
Sincerely,
Marcia Stanton
Director, The Earth Organization Namibia

From: Michele Kilbourn Louw [mailto:michelekl@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 11:26 AM
To: Werner Petrick
Cc: normang@swakopuranium.com.na; 'Tom Ferreira'; 'Angie Kanandjembo'; 'Deon Garbers'; gdaly@gti.co.za
Subject: 121030 Rossing SEIA - Swakop Uranium comments and questions
Hi Werner
Please find attached Swakop Uranium’s issues and concerns regarding Rössing’s proposed Z20 SEIA project.
Kind regards
Michele

From: Venter Willem
Sent: 15 October 2012 04:22 PM
Subject: RE: Rössing Uranium Ltd - SEIA for the proposed mining of the Z20 Uranium deposit
I have the following comments.


Why is the water supply issue so insignificant in the document



What is the projected water demand for this development



Will Rössing be responsible to distribute the water to and for this development to the Z20 site or will
NamWater be requested to engage in this system.

Regards

Comments received via fax:

